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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

Non-relativistic quantum mechanics in a non-commutative 
space 

S Chaturveditf, R Jagannathanfll, R Sridhaas and V Srinivasant t t  
t School of Physic+ University of Hydetabad, Hydetabad-500134, India 
t nte Institute of Mathematical Sciences, CIT Campus, Iharamani. Madrasd00113, 
lndia 

Received 7 October 1992 

Abslran Non-relativistic quantum theoly of a particle m a noncOmmutarive space 
is formulated within the hamewor% of the usual quantum mechanics itself. This 
is accomplished by showing explicitly that the Wers-Zumino t o m b  of deformed 
quantum mechanical phase space mmponding to a non-commutative space can be 
realized, in principle, in terms of the usual quantum mechanical phase space The case 
of a slightly non-commutative space is considered in derail. A h e  particle in such a 
space is found to behave is if it is a charged particle moving m a self-generated magnetic 
field. 

There is a growing interest in the study of non-commutative differential calculus with 
a view to exploring the possibilities of its role in physical phenomena. In this letter 
w analyse the effect of non-commutativity of the basic coordinate space on the non- 
relativistic dynamics of a quantum particle. We use the Wess-Zumino formalism of 
non-commutative differential calculus [l] (see also [2]) and certain approximations 
of an explicit realization of it. Essentially, we show that it is possible to take into 
account the non-commutativity of the underlying coordinate space, if it exists at all, 
within the framework of the usual quantum mechanics itself. RI this end, we make 
use of the fact that the nonammutative coordinates can be expressed in terms of a 
set of an equal number of commuting coordinates through an invertible map [3,4]. 
The recent discovery [4] of the explicit form of the inverse map giving the commuting 
coordinates completely in t e r m  of the non-commutative coordinates, guarantees, in 
principle, the validity of our theory. 

Following Wess and Zumino [l] let us consider the non-commutative space (NCS) 
with real coordinates (X, Y, 2) satisfying the commutation relations 

x ~ = q Y x  xZ=qzx YZ=qzY p=eis .  (I) 

The reality of (X,Y,Z) implies that they should be realizable as Hermitian 
operators. The NCS coordinates (X, Y, 2 )  and the corresponding partial derivatives 
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(a,, ay, a,) obey the non-commutative calculus [I] 

X Y  = qYX x z  = qzx Y Z  = qZY 

a, Y = qya, a x z  = qza, 
ayx = qxay a,z = qzay 

a,x = qxa, a , ~  = qya, 

a,ay = qaya, axa, = qazax ayaz = GW, 

a,x - q2xax = 1 + (qz - i ) (Ya,  + za,) 

ayy -q*yay  =l+(qZ-l)za, 

a,z - q 2 2 8 ,  = 1. 

(2) 

wiiting x = x,, Y = x,, z = x,, a, = a,, ay = a,, a, = a3, the above 
relations (2) can be stated as 

xixj  = qxjx,  a.a. * J  = gajai i < j  

aaxj = qxjai i # j  
(3) 

B , X , , - q 2 X ; a ; = 1 + ( q 2 - 1 ) C X j a j  i=1,2  

a3x3 - q2x3a3 = 1. 
j > i  

An explicit realization of the non<ommutative (or ‘quantum’) space coordinates 
( X , Y , Z )  in tenns of the commutative (or ‘classical’) space coordinates (z, y , z )  
is as follows [3,4] 

q2(N,tl) - 1 
( 9 2  - 1)(N, t 1) 1 

N, = xa, Ny = y8, N ,  = zB, 

where (a,,a,,a,) are the partial derivatives with respect to (x,y,z) respectively. 
The corresponding realization of the derivatives ( ax, a,, a,) is given [3,4] by the 
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formulae 

This realization (4), (5) is seen to satisfy the relations (2) purely by Virtue of the 
algebraic relations between (x, y, z ,  a,, ay, a,, N,, N y ,  N, ) .  Note that there can 
be other equivalent realizations [4,5], but we have chosen the one above. 

Based on an earlier result 161 (see also [7J) in the onedimensional case, the inverse 
map ( X ,  Y, 2) -+ (x, y, z )  can be written [4] completely in terms of (A', Y, 2) 

where 
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It may be noted that (for details see [4]) 

[Nx, XI = X [Ny,  Yl = Y INZ?ZI= Z 

[Nx, 8x1 = -8, 
[Nx Y] = [Nx, Z] = [Nut XI = [Ny, Z] = IN,, XI = [ N z ,  Yl = 0 

[Nx, ay1 = [Nx,azl= [Nyr 8x1 =[f iy ,%l= [ N z ,  ax1 = [Nz,ayl= 0 
[Nx,NyI= [Nx,NzI= [ N y , N z l  =O. 

It is seen that ( z , y , r )  and (a,,a,,a,) as realized by (6) and 0, respectively, obey 
the usual differential calculus by virtue of the algebraic relations (2) and (9). The 
inverse maps (6) and (7) are also given in [3]; but, only formally, without the explicit 
realization of (N,, Ny, N,) as in (8). 

Let us now approximate the above realization of (X,Y, Z) and (ax ,ay ,az)  
assuming 0 to be almost zero. Among the terms differing only in their c-number 
coefficients we shall retain only those proportional to the lowest power of 8. Then, 
up to fust order in 8, we can write 

[Ny 1 ay] = -ay [Nz, azl= -az 

(9) 

and 

ax SJ 8, + iQ(az[IYay), + {&)$I + t{.(~m 
ay EJ ay + i~(a,{za,I, + t{~(a,)’},) (11) 

‘ 8, SJ 8, + !i8{z(a,)z}s 

where I...}, denotes symmetrized expressions in (+,a,), (y,8,) and (z ,a , )  such 
that (X, Y, Z) and (-inax, -iiia,, -iha,) are Hermitian operators. 

Let us now consider that for the quantum mechanics of a particle in 
a NCS with an infinitesimally small value for 0, the coordinate opcrators 
and the corresponding momentum operators are respectively (X,Y,Z) and 
(Px = -ihaX,Py = -ihaY,Pz = -&a,) as given by (IO) and (11). Then, we 
can write 
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and 

where (p, = -iha=,p, = -iha,,p, = -&a,) are the usual momentum operators 
conjugate to the commuting coordinates (z,y,z). This is essentially the same 
as the suggestion of Wess and Zumino [l]; here, due to the approximations 
made and the process of symmetrization adopted to make the NCS coordinate 
and momentum operators Hermitian the q-factors appearing in the Was-Zumino 
formulae are not seen explicitly. Actually, the q-factors appearing in the Wess 
Zumino formulae correspond, in a similar way, also to a choice of realization for 
(X, Y, 2)  and (a,, ay,  a,) involving the Jackson qderivatives [4,q instead of the 
above realization (4), (5). 

Now, the Hamiltonian operator of a quantum particle moving in such a 
slightly non-commutative space (SNCS) may k considered to be derived from the 
corresponding classical Hamiltonian by the usual replacement rule 

w x ,  Y, z ,  PI, P, I P,) + wx, y, z, Px 3 PY, P,). (14) 

The sNCS coordinate operators (X, Y, 2)  and momentum operators ( Px , Py , P,) 
are seen to obey the following deformed Heisenberg commutation relations: up to 
first order in e 

[X, Y] M ieYX . [ x , Z ] ~ i i e Z X  [Y, 21 M i eZY 

[P, ,Y] DYP, [P,,Z]xiieZP, 

[Py ,X]~ieXPy [ P y , Z ] ~ i i s Z P y  

[ Pz , XI [P,, Y] x iBY Pz 

[Px,Py]=-iBPyPx [Px,Pz]=-if3PzPx [PYrPZ]=-if3PzPy 

[X, Px] M ih - 2% (XP, + YPy + ZP,) 
IY, Py] M ih - 2 i O  (YPy + ZP,) 

i0X Pz 
(13 

[z,~,] = ifi - Tiezp,. 

The expressions in (12) and (13) provide Hermitian realizations of (X, Y, 2)  and 
( P,, Py , Pz), satisfying the relations (U), in terms of the usual quantum mechanical 
operators (z,y,z,p,,py,pz). The inverse relationships (6) and (7) reduce to 
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the following approximate realizations of (z,y,z) and (p,,p,,p,) in terms of 
( X ,  y, z, px, PY I PZ) 

(X[IYPYI'+ IZPZ),l+ W % I , )  X = X + j ;  e 

and 

(17) 
e 

e 
P, = PY + T;(PYIZPZl,+ ftyp:}J 

P, IJ pz + j p & .  

It can be easily verified that these expressions of (z,y,z) and (pz,py,p,) in 
terms of (X, Y, Z) and ( Px, Py , Pz) are consistent with the usual Heisenberg 
commutation relations up to first order in 0. If the quantum mechanical q-function 
of the system is given in terms of the Ncs coordinates it can involve only one of 
(X, Y, Z) or some single fimction of them. However, since (z, y, z )  defined by (6) 
(or (16), approximately, up to first order in e) form a complete set of commuting 
operators the state of the system can be represented by a q(z,y,z). This means 
that we can continue to describe the system in terms of the usual quantum mechanics 
with reference to a frame of regular Cartesian mrdinates (t,y,z) which may be 
identified with the commuting 'position observables'. The effect of non-commutativity 
of the underlying (X, Y, Z)-coordinate space is manifested in the deformation of the 
Hamiltonian H -+ X. The Schrddinger equation for the system would be as usual 

(18) 

With the above understanding, the non-relativistic Schrijdinger equation for a free 
particle of mass m moving in a SNCS can be witten as 

a* 1 
at 2m a- = -(P'x + P: + Pi)* 

where (Px, Py, Pz) are given by (13). Here, we shall not be interested in an exact 
mathematical description of the dynamics of the system represented by (19); let us 
try to get an approximate, intuitive, physical picture. Since the non-commutativity of 
the space has beem assumed to be infinitesimally small it is reasonable to expect a 
solution of (19) to be of the form 

Y ( T , t )  =4k(.)exp (i[k 'F-uktI} (20) 
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where bk(r) should be a very slowly =lying function of r such that 

Then, it is straightforward to see that (19) can be approximated as 

alu I 
at 2m fi- = -(P; + P $  + P i ) @  

The similarity between (Px,Py,Pz) in (22) and the kinetic momentum operators 
{ p ,  - (e/c)A,, p ,  - (e/c)Ay, pd  - (e/c)A,) of a particle of charge e moving in 
an external magnetic field is very striking. Using this analogy, we can say that the 
behaviour of a free particle in a SNCS, as described by the Schriidinger equation (19), 
would be like that of a particle with charge e moving in a self-generated magnetic 
field @en by 

hC hC hC 
e Y ”  e e 

B, M --Elk k By -Okzk, B, M --Ok=k,.  (23) 

It may be noted that if l u ( ~ , i )  depends on only one of the coordinates ( z , y , z )  
then the panicle does not feel any such magnetic field. Since the set of commutation 
relations (1) between the NCS coordinates does not possess the usual SO(3) covariance 
of the commutative space it is understandable that there exist preferred (z, y, z )  axes 
corresponding to a given (X, Y, Z )  frame. 

In the case of an isotropic harmonic oscillator in a SNCS the Schrodinger 
equation (19) would correspond to an ordinary quantum mechanical oscillator with 
a perturbation which would remove the degeneracies in the energy spectrum. The 
isotropic harmonic oscillator in a NCS has been studied earlier [SI using the Wesc 
Zumino approach with (X, Y, 2)  treated as abstract noncommuting objects and lu 
taken to be a function of an S0,(3)-invariant combination of ( X , Y ,  Z). Such a study 
also leads to the discovery of the removal of degeneracies. In a similar treatment of 
the hydrogen atom [9] P involves all the three coordinates (X, Y, Z) and is really 
an operator. In such treatmens the meaning of lu, and the ‘Schriidinger equation’ 
obeyed by it, is not clear as has been pointed out in [SI. 

In conclusion, we can summarize our findings as follows. Using the idea of 
deformed quantum mechanical phase space corresponding to a NCS, proposed by 
Wess and Zumino [I], we have shown how to take into account the non-commutativity 
of the underlying coordinate space, effectively, within the framework of the usual 
quantum mechanics iself. The existence (equations (+0) above) of an explicit 
realization [4] of a map [3,4] from the N c s  coordinates (X, Y, 2) to a complete set 
of commuting coordinates (z,y,z) guarantees that the necessary condition for the 
validity of our formalism, in principle, is satisfied. Tteating the non-commutativity of 
the space to be infinitesimal we have formulated the non-relativistic quantum theory 
in such a space. It is found that the non-relativistic quantum mechanical behaviour 
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of a free particle in such a SNCS would be as if it were an ordinary 'charged' quantum 
particle moving in a self-generated 'magnetic field'. In general, any non-relativistic 
quantum mechanical system in such a SNCS would behave like its counterpart in the 
"mutative space in the presence of an additional system-dependent perturbation 
produced by the underlying NCS. 

Part of this work was done when one of us @.I) spent two w e e k  at the School 
of Physics, University of Hyderabad, under the Theoretical Physics Seminar Circuit 
programme of the Department of Science and Technology, Government of India. 
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